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It does what it says on
the box!

Compact guidance

- easy to fit, only
  needs one plug
  to bee connected

- easy to use, only
  needs one setting

- compact guidance
  for all operations

CenterLine 220
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Compact guidance

Principle

90-02342 CenterLine 220 Guidance system
Ordering information

Only the working width of the implement being used needs setting before use
- eases the initial start up phase and later use, making understanding the unit easy

A high quality DGPS receiver, using an external antenna, is built into the unit
- giving precise parallel guidance for both straight and curved guidance 24 hours a day

A suction cup is all that need fitting and a power connector is all that needs connecting
- making fitting and subsequent moving from machine to machine fast and easy

Robust and reliable at a price that can be compared to a foam marker price
- increased accuracy, not only for sprayers and slurry spreaders, but all implements

Features & benefits

CenterLine 220

Operation

Setting the working width

This is how easy it is to start:
1. Switch the CenterLine 220 on
2. Encode/check the working width
3. Select straight or curved guidance
4. Mark point A - mark point B
5. Drive!

Curved AB

Track number

Direction to track

Distance to track

Speed

Point stored for "return to point"

Guidance mode

Curved AB
Straight

Info screenReturn to pointStraight AB

Dealer: Cleanacres Machinery Ltd
Hazleton, Cheltenham, Glos. GL54 4DX
Tel: +44(0)1451 860721
Email: info@cleanacres.co.uk
Web: www.cleanacres.co.uk

 £995.00 + VAT
Delivered Mainland UK
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